ABCs of fundamental and technical analyses (FATA) – January 30, 2015
Market outlook

I-Min’s personal investment strategy for 2015
1. We are still in buying mode, and adopting a long-term or buy-and-hold
investment strategy. Be prepared to hold for long-term, say 3 years or more.
2. Not adopting a trading mentality or “bottom fishing”. Focus on fundamentals;
top-down approach, starting from overall macroeconomic picture, down to
industry sectors, then to individual stocks.
3. Illustrating the example of European Union (EU), United States, and China
making up approximately 58 percent of the overall global GDP. Still relatively
bullish on United States with average market P/E of 15.0 to 16.0 times. Latest
4Q 2014 US GDP showed economy was up 2.6 percent quarter-on-quarter
(QoQ), and 2.4 percent for the whole of 2014. US is still in expansion mode.
4. EU is showing not much expansion due to the weakness in the 19 economies,
coupled with high unemployment, slow production growth, deflationary
conditions, and lower spending. As for China, though slowing down to an
estimated 6.8 percent during 1H 2015, and 7.0 percent in 2H, the country is
still undertaking infrastructure spending to the tune of Singapore Dollars
(SGD) 1.5 billion, and easing up of the monetary conditions in order to spur
spending growth.
5. Risk factors include the impact of higher interest rates in the United States,
leading to hyperinflation, and rising US debt levels as a percentage of overall
GDP. However, it is expected that US interest rates will move up slowly, and
gradually. US debt stood at approximately $18.0 trillion as of end December
2014, which could pose a risk if not managed well.
6. As for hyperinflation issue, it is not expected to pose a problem due to
relatively subdued inflation levels brought on by lower crude oil prices, lower
food prices, and lower commodity prices. However, a prolonged decline in
interest rates might create asset bubbles, leading to runaway real estate
prices. So far, it is not showing up as a critical issue yet.
7. On the Straits Times Index (STI), it is still relatively cheap compared to other
indices. It is trading on an average of 13.9 times, as compared to an average
of 15.0 to 16.0 times for the US markets.
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8. Overall, there is much confidence for STI to move higher. Will be somewhat
concerned if index reaches to 3,600 to 3,800 levels. For now, markets are
expected to be volatile. Currently, we are 70 percent vested in the STI, we will
be prepared to use 80 to 90 percent of the funds available to buy stocks if STI
falls between 3.100 to 2,900 levels respectively, If index were to drop further
to 2,500 levels, we expect to use 100 percent of the funds available to invest.

Technical Analysis (TA) by Philip Ho
TA 101: It is basically a forecast of price movement based on the estimation of
current price movements. The characteristics of TA are as follows:







It is subjected to various interpretations, and potential biases.
It is about the estimation of risk, reward and ratios in order to forecast
potential trends ahead.
Timing in TA is key. With the combination of fundamental analysis (FA), it
provides investors with some confidence of a particular strategy.
The time horizon for TA is short, and similar to FA, it adopts a top-down
strategy, looking at the overall macroeconomic environment, then to industry
sectors, followed by individual stocks.
Price movements are regarded as non-random and cover long time periods.
The prices reflect value, and history repeats itself. For example, using the
daily Dow Jones Industrial Index (DJIA) chart comparing price and volume
levels from 1998 to 2015:
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Source: BigCharts.com
Key Note


In TA, volume indicator is more important, as price and volume levels go
hand-in-hand. Looking for divergence.

Types of charts


Line, Bar (Open, High, Low, Close or OHLC), Candlesticks, and Point-andFigure, Fibonacci among others.

Types of chart trends


Head and Shoulders, Triple Top/Bottom, Cups and Handles, and Rounding
Bottoms, among others.

Lines and Channels



Lagging indicators; Uptrend is denoted by Higher High, Higher Low;
Downtrend is denoted by Lower High, Lower Low.
Support and Resistance; Bull and Bear; Buyers and Sellers; Demand and
Supply

Indicators


Oscillator, Relative Strength Index (RSI), Moving Average Convergence and
Divergence (MACD), and Bollinger Bands.

For more reference on TA, some interesting foreign websites include CNBC, Forex
Factory, Bloomberg, Marketwatch.com, Bloomberg.com,
Local websites include Shareinvestcoach.com, Shareinvestor.com. Shareinv.com,
sg.investbloggers.blog.spot.
In TA, remember to do your own due diligence (DYODD), trust what you see, and
see what you trust.
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Stock picks from FA and TA perspectives

Overall, we are in the second phase of the bull market. We shall focus more on the
small-cap and mid-cap. We will also pay some close attention to blue-chips as well.
Stock picks
1. United Overseas Australia (UOA) Ltd: An Australian Real Estate Company
focused on Malaysian properties.
FA perspective: P/E at approximately 7.0 times.
TA perspective: Chart (weekly, monthly) does not look compelling enough to
enter.
2. Pacific Radiance Ltd: An oil-and-gas (O&G) company which owns and
operates offshore vessels.
FA perspective: Historical P/E at 7.0 times; Estimated P/E at 5.0 times; Low
Price/Book ratio at about 1.0 times; currently in selling pressure due to decline
in global crude oil prices; consistent pace of profit increases.
TA perspective: Impact of oil prices have caused stock to decline at below
IPO price; Expected to see some recovery from its lows soon as stock price
has been taken down tremendously.
3. Keppel Corp. Ltd: A conglomerate focusing mainly on oil rig construction,
and shipbuilding
FA perspective: Current P/E at approximately 8.0 times; Forward P/E at
approximately 9.0 times. Profits are expected to show some declines due to
oil price declines. P/E is still below 10.0 times. Order books are still healthy.
TA perspective: Stock price has been taken down tremendously. Similar to
many O&G companies, load up only if you believe that declines in oil prices
are not going to remain a permanent feature.
4. Ezion Holdings Limited: An oil and gas (O&G) company which develops,
owns, charters offshore assets; and provides offshore marine logistics and
support services to O&G industries.
FA perspective: Concerned over its relatively high Total Liabilities/Total
Equity at more than 1.0 times. Will prefer Pacific Radiance Ltd.
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TA perspective. Not very sure with volumes coming down.
5. Wing Tai Holdings Limited: A real estate and garments manufacturing firm.
FA perspective: Hold for long-term if you believe in property market recovery
and have spare cash lying around. Price-to-Book (P/B) at less than 1.0 times
at approximately 0.5 times.
TA perspective: Stock run up this past week due to Keppel Corp’s
acquisition of Keppel Land. But, volume is trending downwards lately. Stock
price might be trending down next week.
6. Overseas Union Enterprise (OUE): A real estate company focusing mainly
on the commercial property sector. Properties owned include OUE Bayfront in
Singapore, and Lippo Plaza in Indonesia.
FA perspective: Forward P/E at 47.0 times approximately; Might suggest that
there will be some profit declines going forward. Prefer Wing Tai as earnings
are quite volatile.
TA perspective: Similar story for many real estate companies. Hold for longterm if you believe that property sector will recover.
7. Singapore Technologies Engineering Ltd: A conglomerate focusing on the
materials, requisition and orders (MRO) industry.
FA perspective: P/E about 4.0 to 5.0 times. One of the bidders for the
Satellite ERP system; Might take a look closely if bid is successful when
tender is announced in 2017.
TA perspective: Selling pressure, but it has come to a halt recently.
8. SATS Ltd: A Food Solutions, and Ground Handling Services Company.
FA perspective: 4.0 percent plus dividend yield. Go for dividend play.
TA perspective: Lower high is shown on the daily chart. Not comfortable with
chart trends at present. Volume is stable.
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